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Blackberry owner, Research In Motion has moved a step away from its normal product making
strategy with Blackberry Curve 9380.

There are changes which the company has brought in its product. The most distinguishable one is
the replacement of the keyboard with the 3.2-inch 360 x 480 touch screen bringing the phone in
competition with its sister concern product line, Blackberry Curve 9360.

Apart from the change(s) which have been introduced in the phone, the cell phone also has another
noticeable feature with is its light weight which is 98g. Its light weight makes it set apart from other
150+g smartphones. This however, doesnâ€™t make it look a cheap model and gives it a dignified look.

While few of the class apart features are discussed above, the list below discusses some striking in
detail features which the phone offers:

All touch Source:

The 3.2â€• all-touch screen is packed with pixels for a crisp, clear display and responds faster whether
one is tapping, swiping or zooming. This makes the surfing experience even more exciting and easy.

Social Apps:

The cell phone comes with social networking applications. Now, the users can post their latest
photographs with ease; tweet; and also update their status message and keep tabs on their friends'
updates with social feeds and pre-installed Facebook and Twitter apps for easy social networking
purpose.

Blackberry 7 OS:

The latest BlackBerry OS provides easy scrolling and zooming with its fast BlackBerry Browser and
a responsive touch screen experience which makes the phone user friendly and easy to navigate.
With BlackBerry 7 OS powering the latest technologies like Near Field Communication (NFC) and
Augmented Reality, the BlackBerry Curve 9380 Smartphone claims to provide the user with the best
of the experience.

5 MP with Camera Flash:

The cell phones camera is itâ€™s another unique feature. Capturing the things that make can bring a
smile is easy with the 5 MP camera with flash and with the ability to instantly share the photographs
via BBM or post them to social networking site, one can make their friends smile and refresh back
old memories of their lives.

Easy to use:

With the responsive touch experience, intuitive virtual keypad and optical track pad, navigation is a
cakewalk, whether one is browsing the web or sending a quick BBM message.

With all these features, the blackberry curve 9380 mobile is available price in the price range of Rs
12,000 to Rs 15,000.
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